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PRESIDENTtS MESSAGE 

Now that the new year is upon us, the plans for the May national 

general assembly of the RASC are moving into high gear. Most ' of the 

major events are now scheduled and arranged, but there remain a thousand 

small details to be looked after, and I'm sure that Franklin Lohede and 

his orgainizing committee would still welcome the help of any centre 

members who have a few spare hours in the coming months. 

I would like now to reiterate a request that I made in this column 

a couple of months ago on behalf of the observers g~oup~ of the ~d~onton 

Centre. These people are still in the process of searching for ~ small 

area of land some 30 to 50 miles from the city that could be used for 

observing activities requiring very dark skies. A couple of sites to the 

East and Northeast of the city have been examined but neither was far ' 

enough to be totally dark (the glow from Edmonton seems to reach out to 

about 30 to 35 miles). It would be a great help to our centre's active 

observing members if someone out there could assist them in locating a 

small corner of property that was available for these activities. If any 

of you can help directly, or think that you know some landowner who might 

be accomodating, please contact the observers group chairman Mark Leenders 

at 434-5562. 

One of the above mentioned active people is our vice-president Rod 

McConnel. Rod will be the speaker at the observers corner meeting (follow

ing the main regular meeting) of January 9/78, at which time he will be 

displaying for us some of the products of this astrophotographic ~kills. 

After the impressive display of photographic productivity put on by 

Andrew Lowe at the December observers corner, I'm sure Rod's presentation 

will be very interesting. 

G. Finley 
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ED~TOR'S . MESSAGE 

Hopefully all of you had a happy Christmas and enjoyed ~ ' fine 

introduction to the New Year. And since this is a new one, allow me 

to clean up a few things from the old one. Some of you may have 

noticed no mention of Editor and Typist in the December issue. If 

you don't know who 'edits' this rag by now them you'll never need to 

know. However, I would like to thank Cheryl Dunbar who faithfully 

(and accurately) typed all of the December issue and most of this one 

as well. Next, under the heading of 'pardon my editing', I must 

mention that I missed the error in the phone number for John Jones, 

the chap who wnated to sell a 2.4" refractor.. The proper phone 

number is listed in the For Sale section. Finally, a New Years 

Resolution -- hopefully fewer typing miss takes will slop buy my 

eagle eye next yer ••• after all must keep up the image. 

Now that the holidays are over, I hope that more of you will 

think about articles and such for STARDUST. The magazine will slowly 

get even slimmer if noone lets me know what's going on out there, so 

write something soon! Thanks to those faithful few who contributed 

this month. 

Finally, if anyone out there has any HIGH CONTRAST black and white 

prints suitable for a STARDUST cover, please let me know. I am trying 

to discover what sort of black/white ratio will reproduce the best on 

the Xerox 9200 and I need any and all decent prints. 

Paul Deans 

1977 UB 

This is the object found by Charles Kowal late last year. The 

latest information the planetarium has on this object is as follows. 

Estimated diameter (highly uncertain) is between 160 km and 640 km. 

(As a comparison, note the diameters of the following asteroids: 

(continued on Page 20) 
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Astrophotography expert Alan Dyer visits our Centre on 
December 13 to give a talk on "Astrophotography, A Per
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The illustration on Page 3 graced the f~ont cover of NOVA. the 

Newsletter of the Vancouver Centre of the R.A.S.C. (December issue). 

We trust that Alan corrected them on various incorrect ideas 

depicted on the cover (for instance it never gets warm enough t~ 

require a proper cold camera -- naturally low temperatures do an 

adequate job). We note with interest the Dust Cover over the main 

instrument. Obviously no one in the Vancouver Centre owns anything 

larger than an 8" (oops, that should be 20 cm) Celestron (why 

should they it's always cloudy out there). If someone possessed a 

large telescope, they would know that Dust Covers are completely 

transparent. This allows for observing without the danger of dirtying 

the mirrors. Nice try fellas. 

MINUTES OF THE DECEMBER 12 MEETING 

The meeting was called to order b¥ the President, Gary Finley. 

The Secretary read the minutes of the November 14 meeting, and the 

Treasurer introduced 6 new members to the Centre. 

Tom Morrison then presented his talk ot: "The Discovery and 

Uses of Cepheid Variables." 

Anthony Whyte 

PLANETARIUM NEWS 

The following describes our new show opening the 17th. Thanks 

to Alan Dyer who contributed this article (although he didn't know 

it at the t i me). 

First, the programme opens in the interior of a prehi storic 

cave, with a horde of grunting cavemen casting their flickering 

silhouettes upon the cave r oof and walls. After that we venture 

out ont o the i ce by way c a glac i er pan, comple t e wit a skyful of 
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twinkling snowflakes falling to earth. A four-minute slide montage done 

in true multi-screen style moves us through history, from the retreat of 

the last glaciers to the present. The montage highlights some of the 

most notable climatic "events'.' and some of their social consequences. An 

example is the Little ' Ice Age, from 1400 to 1850, a climatic upheavel 

which sparked famine, revolt, immigration, and the Plague. The montage 

ends with references, in headline fashion, to some of the weather upsets 

of the past year. 

Since these have created an interest in climate, we next answer the 

question, "Is the climate really changing?" Making use of a panoramic 

array of colorful diagrams at the horizon and mid-dome level, we discover 

that this century's climate has actually been a very abnormal one, the 

norm being a much colder weather pattern, provided we view things over a 

long enough time span. 

This leads to the inevitable question if whether an Ice Age is about 

to descend upon us~ The rest of the programme is an attempt to answer 

that. We look at some recent theories of climatic change -- the Milanko

vitch theory which invokes known changes in the earth's orbital parameters 

as a possible cause of Ice Ages -- John Eddy's ideas on changes in solar 

output and his correlation of same with the climatic record over the past 

f ew theousand years -- the speculations that the passage of the sun through 

interstellar clouds can also be correlated with climatic cycles. 

But rather than present a confusing array of competing theories, "The . 

Ice Age Cometh?" manages to sort these out (how scientifically remains to 

be seen!) into a fairly tidy picture of climatic change over th~ eons. 

Each of these theories works on a different timescale -- one on the 100,000 

year cycle of Ice Ages (the Milankovitch), one on the short term random 

f luctuations, like the Little Ice Ages, that last only decades or centuries · 

(Eddy's speculations), while the galactic rotation idea correlates with 
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the long 250 million year cycle of the Ice Epochs. 

Well, should you wish to leatn more about the aetual subj.ect , . 
matter, we 11 gladly send you a copy of our little "Ice Age Cometh?" 

brouchure which, among other things includes a bibliography of 

recent articles on the subject. 

For music in the show always my favorite subject!) we're using 

material from that marvelous album by Jean Michel Jarre, "Oxygene", 

along with selections by Vangelis_ from his albums "Heaven and Hell" 

and "Albedo 0.39", by John Mills-Cockell from his new albim "Gateway", 

some ELP and maybe some Alan Stwell just to round things out. 

The programme itself ends with a image too irresistable not to 

include in the show -- a panorama of some city of the not-too-distant 

future being engulfed by a massive wall of advancing -ice. The snow 

projects are turned on again, the wind howls across the theatre -

fade to black, credits, exit music -- and so ends "The Ice Age Cometh?" 

ASTRONOMY UPDATE 

(Doug Hube is relaxing in Florida this Christmas.) 

SOL III 

Fred Hoyle and Chandra Wickramsinghe have published another 

article on outer space dust that goes beyond their -earlier article 

(see Stardust, May, 1977) that suggested life might evolve on inter

stellar dust grains. This time the magazine's editors felt compelled 

to comment: "New Scientist may _well be criti:cized in some quarters 

for helping to publicize a notion so far at variance with established 

theories of epidemiology. Both authors are, of course, distinguished 

scientists, But they are not biologists, and here they have strayed ., 
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far from their own field, making staggeringly heterodox extrapolations 

from their more conventional work on the existence of pre-biotic molec

ules in space." In their article Hoyle and Wickramsinghe note wi~h 

suspicion that throughout history comets have almost invariably been 

regarded as bad omens. Why? The two authors set out an explanation 

in some depth that goes basically: a) the surfaces of cometary nuclei 

were apparently eminently suitable for the evolution of life in the early 

solar system; b) -these comets then introduced life to the still barren 

but receptive Earth (ever heard of panspermia?); c) after life took 

hold on Earth subsequent cometary impacts would introduce biological 

or prebiological material that might affect terrestrial biology; d) these 

disruptions of terrestrial biology could take the form of new viral and 

bacterial epidemics (Pangermia?). Could Hong Kong A flu really be 

Sirius B flu? 

(New Scientist, Vol. ~, No. 1078, pp. 402-404.) 

Ever worry that the expensive astronomical equipment you have 

invested in might be rendered increasingly useless as smog and light 

pollution increase? Well, don't. Scientists at the Lawrence Livermore 

Laboratory's Chabot Observatory near San Francisco have adapted their 

star-gazing to provide information on the composition of smog by analys

ing the absorption spectra of stars viewed through the atmospheric muck. 

Furthermore the rate at which stars twinkle (which used to be such a 

bane to astronomers) can be correlated to local wind velocities. The 

two researchers happily note that their research can continue after 

the stars are totally lost in the muck and glare because San Francisco 

is installing new high-intensity lights which they can train their ~ 

telescopes on to provide artificial stars. 

(New Scientist, Vol. ~, No. 1079, p. 471.) 
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NASA's failure to launch the European Space Agency's Orbital Tele

communications Satellite last September du~ to a faulty Delta boo~ter 
, 

may not turn out to be as serious a setback for researchers as origin-

ally feared. An Italian satellite called SIRIO which NASA launched 

last August apparently br~adcast at wavelengths close to those OTS 

was going to use and SIRlO"s orbit is quite similar. So OTS researchers 

will be able to test and tune its ground equipment and carry out some 

preliminary work before the backup OTS is due to be launched next April. 

The work is intended to study how rain, hail and snow affect super high 

frequency (SHF) radio ~ignals. SHF frequencies are ~n the gigahertz 

range and include satellite television transmissions. 

(New Scientist, Vol. ~, No. 1079~ P. 471.) 

Anthony Whyte 

NOTE 

Mr. Grubb, one of the founders of the famous English optical 

company~ Grubb-farsons Ltd., commenting on the, relative merits of 

the refractor and reflector: 

"A vetern and well-known worker with refractors declared 

the never looked into a reflectQr wlthour drawing away his eye 

in disgust'; and workers with reflectors cannout understand how 

the refractor workers can bear that dreadful fringe of color from 

the secondary spectrum." 

(Nature, Jan. 17, 1878) 

ASTRONOMY 50 AND 100 YEARS AGO 

January, 1928: 

"The 31-inch Thaw refrac t or of Allegheny Obs'ervatory was designed 
" 
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principally for the purpose of parallax observations, but as it was poss

ible to undertake this work during only a part of each night, the rem&in

ing hours of darkness have been utilized for other purposes in order to 

make the best use of this fine instrument. The most important work which 

has been carried out is photographic photometry by the extra-focal method. 

Hitherto no large telescope has been devoted to this work since reflectors 

can conveniently utilize only sharp focus images for this purpose and I , , 

extra-focal work has mainly been performed by small refractors uncorrecte~ 
for photogra-hic rays. The large aperture of the photographic telescope 

at Allegheny renders it especially useful for photometruc work on short 

period variables, where great speed in exposure is essential:" 

January, 1878: 

"Both of the newly discovered satellites of Mars were observed 

., 

during September with the 12-inch equatorial of the Morrison Observatory, 

Glasgow, Missouri, by Mr. Pritchett. On September 7, the two satellites 

could be seen with the planet entirely in the field, and were very distinct 

when it was shut out of it, and on September 10 and 13, the inner one was 

easily observed. The outer satellite was again estimated to be of the 

fourteenth magnitude. The observations of this satellite were made with 

wires faintly illiminated with a red light; for observations of the inner 

one the light of the planet sufficed"" 

"In the last number of the Monthly Notices of the ,Royal Astronomical 

Society is a comminucation from the director of the Observatory at Mel

bourne 1 giving the results of a search made for the satellites of Mars, 

in consequence of a telegram notifYing their discovery, and received from 

Sir George Airy on August 22. At that time, from an accident to the deG-
, I 

lination movement1 the large reflector was not available, but observations ' 

with it were commenced on September 26. Mr. Ellery states his search to ~ 

have been fruitless, except on one occasion it was believed that one of ~: 
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the satellites was seen. This was on the night of October 16, when 

Mars having occulted a star of the thirteenth magnitude at 22h. 15m. 

sidereal time, after its emergence a very faint point was seen half 

a diameter from Mars s.p.; "this was watched for nearly an hour, when 

its position indicated a .motion with Mars," but the sky becoming 

cloudy, no measure could be made, amd it. is added, "no other signs 

of satellites have been observed since." ••• But the want of better 

success with the great Melbourne reflector would rather imply that 

however well adapted for delineation of nebulae and similar purposes, 

the instrument fails with observations of such objects as the satel

lites of Mars." 

Edited from Nature. 

Anthony Whyte 

INTERSTELLAR SPACEFLIGHT STUDIES 

Spaceflight, Colonization, and Independence: A Sythesis* A Precis 

Interstellar flight begins to look more feasible if we do not 

require that payloads reach near light velocities. Energy require

ments decrease sharply as velocities less than £ are chosen; this is 

especially true below 0.5 c. Recently, Robert L. Forward has pointed 

out that velocities much greater than 0.5 c do not significantly improve 

the mission times to the nearby stars (70). Instead of trying to 

achieve near £ velocities, we should first aim for the minimum average 

velocity needed to take our first unmanned probes (and possibly our 

first manned starships) to the nearest stars within a human lifetime, 

i.e. one-tenth light velocity, requiring 43 years for a journey to 

Alpha Centauri plus an additional 4.3 years for data return. This is 

a little less than 1000 t i mes the maximum velocity achieved by t he 

Jupiter Pioneer probes, whi ch in t urn was about 1000 times the velocity ' 
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of the fastest trains of the mid-nineteenth century (71). 

There have been three main proposals to overcome the problems 

associated with manned interstellar missions lasting around 50 years: 

1) time dilation at _near_Iight velocity; 2} medical techniques for the 

slowing of human metabolism, or suspended animation; 3) the generat~on 

ship. The first solution is out if we have decided against near c 

velocities for our early interstellar vehicles. The second solution is 

not yet feasible , but may be after further advances in research. The 

generation ship is feasible in principle but requires massive spaceshi~s 

and new levels of systems reliability, long-term life support, psycholog

ical stability and social relations. 

The time problem is somewhat different with unmanned probes: can 

interest, staffing and financing be maintained over a period of 40-50 

years? We still monitor Pioneers 10 and 11 for at least a decade and 

maybe longer, and an extra~solar s¥stem probe might require an even 

longer period of time, providing a sort of transition to the full-fledged 

interstellar probe. The problem would be eased by going for the highest 

possible velocity and also by developing a world space programme, compar

atively unimpeded by political changes in individual nation states. Then 

too, there is the possibility that our first interstellar probe might be 

literally overtaken by a newer, faster probe. 

* Michael A. Michaud, J,B.l.S., yolo 30~ No.3, pp. 83-95. 

CLIMATE 

The Dark and Middle Ages of Climatology 

In the first of this series I dealt with the origins of the fielqs 

of meteorology and climatology, and with the role of superstition .to 

explain the atmospheric phenomena of primitive man's environment. This 
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talk dwells upon the next period which we may call the instrumented 

period, and covers the 17th to 19th centuries. 

What we today study as climate is the product of a number of 

physical interactions anomg la~d, sea and atmospheric phenomena. The 

progress of climatology through the past three centuries has been slow 

and dependent upon the gradual and often accidental discovery of the 

physical laws that we take so much for granted in the 20th century. 

In these three centuries contributors to the field of climatology and 

meteorology were known by other names. They were either Natural Philo

sophers or Naturalists. In our day they are classified variously as 

Technicians, Physicists, Astronomers, Meteorologists, Botanists, Biolo~ 

gists, Physiologists, Cartographers and so on. Their contributions 

brought climatology through its Dark and Middle Ages that ended only in 

the first World War of this century. Inevitably the Discovery and 

Exploration period of the 16th to 18th centuries played a vital role in 

making available observations of phenomena from a wider World. Descrip

tions of tides, seas, winds, storms, plant life and other phenomena of 

land, sea and air began to be recorded and collected. With the Refor

mation too came a few men courageous enough to refute the dogmas of a 

church which taught that creation was the eXQediency and personal ", 

privilege of God. Modern science had its beginnings during these 

centuries. 

To what extent worsening climate in terms of increasing dryness, 

wetness, coolness or warmth of man's environemnt may have played a 

part of his growing awareness, we do not yet know with certainty. There 

is growing evidence however, that during periods of worsening climatic 

conditions man in certain regions seems to have been stirred to investi

gate and measure the degree of these changes. Perhaps it arose from his 

own fear for the survival of his species on the planet. In consequence , 
we often find that men of science during these three centuries appear to 



have theorized independently on the causes of these phenomena which they 

were experiencing and ohserving in geographically distant regions. They 

invariably arrived at similar conclusions. 

It was in 1597 that Galileo devised the first known thermometer to 

measure temperature. However, this did not , become a standard and regular 

instrument until 175 years later when De Luc discovered the value and use 

of mercury in thermometers. 

Of course, this could not be done until one knew the properties of 

mercury as a substance. The 17th and 18th centurie$ produced a spate of 

theories and discoveries anout the phenomena man was recording in his 

new found world. In 1643 Toricelli produced the Barometer to measure 

pressure of the atmosphere. A~ain this could not be designed until maq 

had speculated that air had ~7eight. We have not improved on the principle 

of this instrument. The rain gauge which measures precipitation is about 

the oldest of the instruments known and seems to have been used in India 

in the 4th century B.C. and in Palestine in the 1st century A.D. Of the 

instruments used today in measuring climatic elements, no others were 

produced until the 19th century. The progress after Toricelli's Barometer 

was largely in the field of the theory of gases, air and winds. 

In 1659 Boyle formulated his law that the volume of a given mass of 

gas is inversely proportional to its pressure.' In 1735 George Hadley 

explained the trade winds which had long before wafted many a ship across 

the Atlantic from Europe to the New World. In doing so he drew attention 

to both the distribution of pressure centres and to the effect of what i~ 

called a force which apparently deflects the direction of motion of freely 

moving objects across the earth's surface -- at least this is how it look~ 

to an observer on the earth itself. Not 'til 1783 did we know what gas~s 

composed the atmosphere in nature. This was the work of A. Lavoisier. 

Then at the turn of the 18th century John Dalton explained that there were 
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variations in the atmospheric condensation, and pointed up the prop

erty of air to expand. 

At the same time as man was trying to understand the atmospheric 

compositon and its related phenomena, other thinkers were becoming in

creasingly interested in what they then called the principle of vegeta

tion. Francis Bacon, Van Helmont, Glauber and others of this period 

contributed indirectly through their speculations and investigations to 

what would now be called Plant Physiology. Not until the 19th century 

however was any real light cast on how plants used the rain and snow 

that provided soil moisture. The role of light had to wait much longer 

to be discovered, and only in the 2nd decade of this century was it 

discovered that the reproductive process of plants is initiated by the 

relationship between light and darkness duration. Once again in the 

20th century we had returned to the very climatic factor which the Greeks 

first has measured and which gave uS the word climatology. 

It was De Saussure who in 1804 discovered "the central fact of 

plant respiration." Another three decades passed before the halting 

speculations, measurements and hypothesis in the principle of vegetaion 

came to be coordinated by Liebig. It was perhaps due to Liebig's 

ability to overstate, and taunt the scientists of his day that enough 

came to be known about the growth of plant life to leave the way open 

for Wallace and Darwin to proceed with the concepts of evolution. Their 

Evolution Theory which struggled through the opposition of the remainder 

of the 19th century is basic to our scientific philosphy in the 20th 

century and continues to influence the growth of both climatology and 

Ecology in the 20th century. 

l~ile investigation& were continuing on the search for the 

principles of vegetation, data were being collected from an increasing 

number of places in the world on temperature. pressure, wind, cloudiness, 
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and rainfall. For example, Dr 1817 it was possible to publish the first 

map of temperature distribution in the Northern Hemisphere lands. Maps 

of mean monthly temperatures were next published, in 1848. Maps of 

pressure distribution for only France and Europe became available in 

1864 and four years later, similar maps showed the distribution of pres

sure over the entire earth. Nineteen years later, maps showing the '" ::'_ 

seasonal high and low pressure cells over the continents and oceans became 

available. Maps showing cloudiness distribution over the earth were pub

lished in 1886 and the first maps showing precipitation distribution had 

appeared only four years before this. This series of maps from 1817 to 

1886 was the result of data collected from the instruments designed two 

centuries before. 

Maps showing distribution of plant zones and vegetation regions 

started to appear too after the middle of the 19th century. Grisebach 

produced a map of vegetatt.on regt-ons, in 1866 and one year later Carl 

Linsser established the relationship hetween plants and cl:l-mate. The 

last 16 years of the 19th century were then spent in consolidating the 

observation on climate and vegetation species of the two centuries before 

and in establishing a relationship between climate and vegetation. This 

was the era ruled by Schimper, Koppen and Drude; and their influences 

remained on climatology until Koppen's death in 1940. Climatology became 

tied to vegetation and Meteorology with which climatology had been related 

up to the middle of the 19th, century eloped with physics and mathematics 

in this century. While climatology tied itself to the ground with the 

plants, meteorology became the science which explains the physics of the 

atmosphere. It took over the development of instruments for its own 

purpose. It investigated the atmosphere with balloons in 1803 to carry 

instruments. By 1896 Box Kites were used for the same purpose. Between 

1925 and 1937 the aeroplane became more prevalent for this purpose and the 
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radiosonde became standard for most first class stations after 1937. 

rhe Second World War brought radar and rockets which act as both 

instrument and recorders and 1956 saw the spectacular and permanent 

use of rockets and satellites equipped with cameras to transmit 

obediently their observations of atmospheric and other phenomena. 

Climatology stagnated during this period and reaped the scorn 

of the meteorologist for it. One writer described its state in these 

terms in 1955: 

"This attitude, which is still alive, is serious in it effec.ts, 
for forecasters tend to dominate the senior echelons of the 
world's meteorological services. All too often theclimato
logical divisions of these services are starved of staff and 
equipemnt: until quite recently, in at least one country only 
the old, halt, and the infirm could be appointed to the 
climatological branch; the able-bodied men were exvected to be 
forecasters which, was man·s work." 

During and immediately after World War ~l climatology took a new 

lease on life. Modern climatology is now barely 30 years old. It 

has emerged from its middle ages and has once again regained the 

respect which the meteorologist still had for it at the beginning 

of this century. 

In the next talk I shall deal with the circumstances of this 

new and refreshing lease on life. 

Dr. S. Ivan Smith 



60mm Carl Wetzlar Refractor. 700mm Focal Length. Altazimuth 

mount. Comes with 5 and l2.5mm eyepieces, 2X barlow lens, star 

diagonal prism and sun filter. 

Asking $90.00. Phone Peter Lithgow at 453-2758 or drop him a 

note at 11012 - 126 Street. 

4 1/2 inch Carl Wetzlar reflecting telescope. 900mm focal 

length, 6mm and 20mm eyepieces, equatorial mount. 

Asking $185.00. Phone Richard Rusterholz at 466-9580 evenings 

and weekends. 

2.4 inch Carl Wetzlar telescope with wooden altazimuth mount and 

two eyepieces -- 6mm and l2.5mm (with cases). Also; 1.5X image 

erector, 5X viewfinder, sun filter, and sunshade for telescope. 

Purchased from the Planetarium, and is in excellent shape. 

Price $95.00. Please call 465-3689 after 5 p.m. and ask for 

Mrs. Jones or John Jones. 

l7 
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QBSERVING NQTES 

MERCURY: 

VENUS: 

EARTH: 

MARS: 

JUPITER: 

SATURN: 

May be seen low in the southeast before sunri~e for a 
few days around the 11th. At greateat elongation (on the 
11th) the planet stands 140 above. the horizon at sunset. 

Is too close to the sun for easy observation. 

Is at perihelion on January 1st, being 147,10.0,0.00 km 
from the sun. 

In Cancer rises at sunset and is viaib1e all nfght long. 
Qpposition is on the 21st.. Magnt,tude:t..s -1.0 .. 

At magnitude -2.3, it is well up tn Taurus at sunset and 
sets before dawn. 

In Leo it rises three hours after sunset. Qn the 2Qth 
it is 1.10 North of Regulus. (Sa turn's magnitude is +0.5, 

' Regulus' magnitude is +1.36). 

Watch for: The Quadrantid Meteor Shower (peaks January 3/4 with 

up to 40. meteors per hour visible); A1derbaran 10 South of the Moon 

on the 19th; Jupiter 50 North of the Moon on the 2Qth/21st; Mars 90 , 

North of the Moon on the 23rd/24th and Saturn 50 North of the Moon on 

the 26th (a.m.). 

Two further items of note. Qctober STARDUST carried an article 

describing the eclipses of Iapetus by Saturns rings on Qctober 19-20. 

and January 7-8. This month the reappearance of the satellite can be 

monitered using a moderate to large instrument. Lea'ving Sa turds 

shadow the moon will be at magnitude +16 (or thereabouts) but later 

events should be watchab1e. Note that for about 45 minutes, Iapetus 

will lie between the shadow of Rings A and B in Cassini's Division 

and should be easily visible. Its 'progress through the A ring shadow 

should be noticab1e. Below is the list of events and time in 

Mountain Standard. Also included is a diagram of the event and the 

position of some of Saturn's other moons. 



South is up, east to the right in 
this diagram stolen from Sky & 
Telescope. 

The events listed are: 
7 21:11 Reappearance from 

planet's shadow 
8 01:03 Emersion from 

Ring B Shadow 
01:48 Immersion in 

Ring A Shadow 
9 03:47 Emersion from 

Ring A Shadow 
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The final item is an occultation as described below. 

TRIPLE STAR OCCULTATION BY ASTEROID 
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Sounds strictly Hollywood but it is true. On the evening of Wed

nesday January 18 the Asteroi~ 15 Eunomia will pass in front of the 

triple star Zeta Cancer providing a unique opportunity to make a visual 

estimate of the diameter of the asteroid. Since the triple star has a 

combined magnitude of +4.95, it is bright enough for even small tele

scopes to spot. To top everything off it occurs at th- convenient 

suppertime hour of 18:08 MSY. At out J anuar y 9 meeting we will organize: 
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Many of our members with small telescopes (even binoculars} can take 

part in this unique opportunity. Since a di~ferent position across 

the ~'eclipse path l1 will mean different stars of the triplet being 

blocked by the asteroid, each observer will see a different magnitude 

drop and rise. On January 9th we will need to know who wants to 

observe, what they want to observe with, and if they can get the use 

of a small tape recorder and/or stopwatch. 

(continued from Page 2) 

Ceres (1003 km), Pallas (608 

km), Vesta (538 km) and 

Europa (289 km». Period of 

1977 UB is 50.7 years. 

The object appears to be 

just past aphelion, with 

perihelion occuring near 

February 13, 1996. When at 
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perihelion, it's magnitude may reach 14.5 or so (current magnitude is 

18.). Average distance from the Sun is 13.7 AU (2.048 billion km). 

It's orbit is inclined 6.90 to the plane of the ecliptic (almost the 

same as Mercury), but its orbital eccentricity is high - 0.38. (This 

means the orbit is not nearly circular (as it the Earths at e = .017) 

but is more elliptical than even Pluto (e = .250).) Current speculation 

is that the object is not a comet, but rather one of a swarm of 

asteroids in an as· ·yet undiscovered as'teroid belt orbitting the sun 

between Saturn and Uranus. Further information will undoubtedly soon 

appear in Sky & Telescope. 



EVMONTON CENTRE, ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY 'OF 'CANAVA 

Anyone -lnteJLuted -In the many 6ac.eh 06 a6VLOnomy c.an 6-lnd oppoJttunLUu 

601L .6haJUng and -lnCJteM-lng ·thue -lnteJLUU by bec.oming M.6oc.-la.ted wUh 

the Edmonton Cen:tJr.e 06 the RASC. MembeMhlp -lnc.l.ude.6 c.omplementMy 

adm-l.6.6-lon to the Queen EUzabeth Planeta.JL-lum, a6 weU. M 1Lec.uv-lng the 

annual RASC Ob.6eJLveJL'.6 Handbook, STARVUST (a monthly new6lefteJL 06 the 

Edmonton Cen:tJr.e), and the JOMnal 06 the RASC pubWhed b-l-monthly. 

Meeting.6 06 the CentJLe Me held at the PlanetaJUum eVeJLY .6ec.ond Monday 

06 eac.h month (exc.ept July 8 AugU.6t) at 8:00 pm. The.6e meet-lng.6 6ea

tuJLe guut .6peakeM whO.6e top-lC-.6 c.oveJL aU a..6pec.U 06 ama;teuJL and plto-

6 U.6-lo nal a..6VLo nomy • At the end 06 ea.c.h meeting, an Ob.6 eJLVeJL '.6 COltneJL 

-l.6 held at whlc.h -time a6pec.U 06 ob.6eJLvalional MVLonomy Me fuc.U.6.6ed. 

Enqu-lJL-le.6 1LegMcWtg membeMhlp may be cLiJLec.ted to/AJaItCU the P1Le.6-ldent 01L , 

T1Lea6MeJL, 01L c.ome to a 1LegulM meeting and enqu-lJLe at that -time. 

HonolUVty Pllu-ldent 
Pa6t Pllu-ldent 
P1Lu-ldent 
V-lc.e- P1Lu-ldent 
SeCJtetMy 
T 1Lea6 MeJL 
EdUo1L, STARVUST 
Ob.6eJLv-lng Cha.-lJLpeMon 
UbJuVt-lan 

'EVMONTON CENTRE COUNCIL 

PIl06 E.S. Keep-lng 
Alan VyeJL 
GMy F-lnley 
Rod Mc.ConneU. 
Anthony Whyte 
C~Une Kulyk. 
Paul Vea.n.6 
MMk LeendeM 

So esi..a1 C orrmUtee C ha.-lJLpeM 0 n 
Rep1Le.6entalive to tht 

Ste.uklJLt KIlY.6 ko 
Audttey Loehde 
Flla.nkUn Loehde 

Nalional 066-lc.e 

482-4209 
435-2909 
439-7649 
434-7988 
489-3642 
455-0779 
434-5562 
452-4046 
477-8881 
477-8887 

, , 



STARVUST 
EVMONTON CENTRE, ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF CANAVA 
e/o Queen Elizabeth Plan~um 

COflona.;t[on PMk 
Edmonton, AlbeJr.ta 

TO: 

I 

NEXT MEETING 
JanuaflY 9, 1978 @ 8:00 pm 
Queen Elizabeth PlanetaJr.ium 

SPEAKER & TOPIC 
MIt. Ken Hewill-WWe, 
VaneounveJr. R.A.S.C. 
"A Few 06 My Favol!.Lte Thing.6" 


